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1. Abstract

This master’s thesis helps to answer the question, of how authority structures influence small groups or “a small group”, when exploring or exploiting something, with the help of experiments. So far, this question has been overseen by the literature, which handles small groups, authority structures and/or the big exploration, exploitation learning bloc. The main question that has interested scholars with regard to explorative or exploitative learning had been organisational design questions. However, the connection of small groups and explorative/exploitative learning is not hard to find. Moreover hierarchies are often found in small project teams as well. Consequently the question of how authority structures influence a small group’s performance, when engaging in explorative or exploitative learning could be of high interest for scholars and practical managers, who design these groups.

In the experiments of this thesis some unexpected errors occurred, which could partly be removed. Due to a weak used authority framing method, which displays the independent variable of the studies, no significant insights could be generated. However, what can be said is that both learning types are more complex than initially thought. Exploration cannot be compared to a simple creative task, but integrates diverse needs like risk taking, experimentation and structure in one. Similar can be stated about exploitative behaviour, which not solely benefits from structure but requires creativity as well.

The main benefits of this thesis are the practical recommendations made for future researchers, who want to examine this topic with the help of experiments as well. The presented tasks and measurement methods, represent a suitable experimental design for future studies.
2. Introduction

Hierarchies are prevalent in most aspects of our daily life. In social groups, in the soccer team, in dyadic work constellations (Tiedens, Unzueta, & Young, 2007) and most obvious in companies and organisations. Even if hierarchies are in general disliked (Anderson & Brown, 2010), they still have an appealing effect on us, in specific situations (Paunova, 2015). We feel more safe and productive when working in hierarchical settings (Friesen, Kay, Eibach, & Galinsky, 2014; Oedzes, Vegt, Rink, & Walter, 2015).

Still the negative consequences of hierarchies are hard to deny. Although functional theorists praise their motivational powers, besides other beneficial effects, most scholars found mixed results or even negative effects of hierarchical settings (Anderson & Brown, 2010; Nir Halevy, Chou, & Galinsky, 2011).

Due to the fact that hierarchies are so prevalent in our society, scientists of fields like psychology, social studies and economics have been interested in the topic. Scholars building the voice and silence literature, revealed that in steeper hierarchical organisations, agents more often do not communicate ideas or improvement suggestions up the hierarchy chain (Fang, Kim, & Milliken, Frances, 2014; Festinger, 1950; Reitzig & Maciejovsky, 2015).

Likewise the prevalence of hierarchies in organisations, small working groups can be found in most organisations nowadays. Small groups are used by most organisations to make decisions and/or solve issues (Guzzo & Shea, 1992; Taggar & Brown, 2001), because more people have theoretically more knowledge and diverse perspectives, which results in more decision alternatives and theoretically in better decisions in the end (Dennis, 1993; Van Ginkel & Van Knippenberg, 2012).
However, the emphasis is on knowledge sharing, which can be a problem for small groups.

Steep hierarchies not only influence the communication patterns company wide, (Fang et al., 2014; Festinger, 1950; Reitzig & Maciejovsky, 2015), but also the communication within small groups (Tost, Gino, & Larrick, 2013). The big advantage of an authority structure is, that they coordinate the working process, due to a clear understanding of everybody’s role in the team (Friesen et al., 2014; F. P. Morgeson, DeRue, & Karam, 2010; Oedzes et al., 2015). Authority structures enable groups to work in a more structured and coordinated way, which is of use in specific situations, but not always.

Therefore, the question if an authority structure is beneficial or not in small teams, depends on many aspects, likewise the task they work on (Anderson & Brown, 2010). Not all tasks in organisations are routine and simple, some involve highly complex and creative aspects.

If looking at creative group outcomes in a company related view, the topic of innovations is often not far. Creativity and the resulting innovations help companies to survive the constant competition on the markets. Before an innovation can be generated, an idea has to be vocalised (Lopez-Cabarales, Perez-Luno, & Valle Cabrera, 2009). However creative ideas and innovations do not always have to represent something completely new, but can be a modification or improvement as well. Creativity scholars call that incremental creativity, in contrast to divergent creativity, which represents something completely new (Audia & Goncalo, 2007).

A similar differentiation is made in the organisational learning literature. March (1991), who introduced the terms, distinguishes between explorative learning, which requires new knowledge and exploitative learning, which improves existing knowledge.
After the introduction of both organisational learning types, literature mostly has been interested in the question, of how organisations have to be designed in order to ensure both learning types. Companies have to explore new knowledge to gain a competitive advantage, which can be costly and risky, due to possible failures and high investments. That’s why they also have to exploit their existing knowledge to further improve themselves and gain profits (Levinthal & March, 1993).

How to ensure an optimal balance is disputable, some claim that Punctual Equilibrium is the right way (Burgelman, 2002; Gupta, Smith, & Shalley, 2006), while others state that Ambidexterity ensures the balance between search and stabilising processes (Benner & Tushman, 2003; O’Reilly III & Tushman, 2011; Yang, Zhou, & Zhang, 2014).

Nevertheless, most scholars are united in stating that both learning types display different characteristics, with different resulting needs (Lavie, Stettner, & Tushman, 2010). Despite this insight, most scholars overlooked smaller working units in a company.

To the best of my knowledge however, the question of how authority structures in small groups influence their ability to explore or exploit could not been clearly answered.

Yet, the connection between the three topics is not hard to find, because in organisations mostly smaller groups will be responsible for explorative or exploitative actions and the omnipresence of hierarchies can be found in these teams, as well.

But how do authority structures influence explorative groups’ ability to take the required risk, allow them to experiment and search for new solutions. The negative effects of authority structures on the groups’ communication processes could hinder them to integrate new knowledge and find new solutions.
In order to come up with new ideas a vital discussion process is of importance (Lopez-Cabarales et al., 2009). However simple brainstorming is not automatically connected to explorative learning. The groups not only have to generate diverse ideas but also have to follow one goal in the end. Authority structures enable groups to work in a structured way (Friesen et al., 2014; F. P. Morgeson et al., 2010; Oedzes et al., 2015) but hinder open communication processes, which could result in overseen ideas (Tarakci, Greer, & Groenen, 2015; Tost et al., 2013). The study of Ylinen & Gullkvist, (2014), already emphasized the importance of open communication in explorative actions. Therefore I claim, that groups without an authority structure are more suitable for explorative actions than groups with an authority structure. Exploitative learning on the other hand, is more connected with efficiency, which can be improved by clear roles and goals (Brown & Miller, 2000; Oedzes et al., 2015). Nevertheless exploitation is not simple achieved by structuring the work in a better way, incremental creativity is needed in order to modify and improve something existing (Audia & Goncalo, 2007). Yet, the required knowledge to improve something existing is already part of the group (March, 1991), which could make a vital communication process not so relevant. Consequently, in my opinion authority structures enable teams to exploit their existing knowledge in a more effective way.

With the help of experiments this thesis tries to find answers to the above stated questions.

Still the thesis has a pre-study character, meaning that the thesis and the generated insights primary have the function of giving valuable recommendations for scholars, who want to engage in this topic in more detail. Especially the experimental design, developed and evaluated in this thesis can help future studies.

The experiments in the thesis suffered from some unexpected errors, which lead to the fact that no useable statistical results could be generated. However, even if no
results could be displayed, the issues and the possible solutions in the experiments can be used for future research, in order to prevent similar design mistakes. This thesis is structured as follows: First a literature review will present all relevant research and findings within this topic. After presenting some interesting findings I will reveal the research gap and explain my hypothesis. Moreover, the experimental design and the results will be discussed. In the end of the thesis a conclusion will be drawn, thoughts for future research presented and possible limitations will be addressed.

3. Literature Review

3.1. Hierarchies

One of the most common characteristics of companies in the past and today is their hierarchical structure. Organisations around the world rely on hierarchy structures in order to coordinate their agents' behaviour and facilitate the cooperation among them (Lawrence & Lorsch, 1967; March & Simon, 1958).

Hierarchies can be defined as authority layers in groups (Reitzig & Maciejovsky, 2015), which allow people higher in the hierarchy chain to make decisions, which have to be followed by lower hierarchical agents (Fehr, Herz, & Wilkening, 2012). Additionally, the person who can make the final decision of a group is often claimed to be the leader of the group (Bedeian & Hunt, 2006; Carletta, Garrod, & Fraser-Krauss, 1998; Oedzes et al., 2015). However, if hierarchies with their inhibited authority differences lead to solely positive or negative effects in groups and organisations is hard to say. Scholars supporting the functional theories, emphasize the positive effects of hierarchies on the groups' or organisations' performance. According to these studies, hierarchies have an enhancing motivational effect on agents, who are
lower in the hierarchy due to the resulting social, material and psychological incentives (Anderson & Brown, 2010; Nir Halevy et al., 2011). Also, people having authority provide more effort while solving tasks (Fehr et al., 2012). Consequently the motivational aspect of hierarchies can be observed in both groups, the ones with authority and the others without it. Another functional benefit of hierarchies is that predefined authority structures in groups hinder status conflicts (Anicich, Fast, Halevy, & Galinsky, 2016; Greer & van Kleef, 2010; Kilduff, Willer, & Anderson, 2016). Especially upward status conflicts occur in formally equalitarian groups, meaning that two persons of a group or more believe to have a higher status than the other one. These kind of conflicts lead to less contributions of the conflicting parties, hampering the group’s potential (Kilduff et al., 2016). What comes next is that formal hierarchies entitle specific roles and responsibilities to the group members, which enables them to cooperate and coordinate their actions in a more efficient way (Oedzes et al., 2015). Scholars showed that if group members are confused about their own role in the group, productive behaviour can be replaced by antagonistic one (Moss & Wilson, 2014).

The contingency theories on the other hand, emphasize the situational factors, which influence the effects of hierarchies. They claim that the type of task, the kind of leader, the influence on the group’s coordination, the effect of having power on the leader and the effects of hierarchies on the motivation of the lower group members have to be considered in order to determine if hierarchies are beneficial or not (Anderson & Brown, 2010). Not every task for example shows the same needs. For instance, conjunctive tasks rely on coordinated actions by the team members, which makes it more suitable for hierarchies than additive or disjunctive ones. Likewise, if a task displays many interdependencies, hierarchies are beneficial as well, due to their coordinating function (N. Halevy, Chou, Galinsky, & Murnighan, 2012). Another argument
of the contingency theorists, is that the type of leader influences the effect of a hierarchy on the group. Highly competent leaders will bring groups to a superior performance level, even if the task is generally said to be more suitable for leaderless groups (Tarakci et al., 2015). Even if it is hard to find an overall suitable statement about the effects of hierarchies, they are still part of most western lives.

Nevertheless, despite their prevalence in organisations, hierarchies are generally not popular in the society and many organisational agents dislike steep hierarchical structures (Anderson & Brown, 2010). Organisations answered to this by designing increasingly more equalitarian work groups, without clear formal authority layers (Oedzes et al., 2015). However, if no formal hierarchies are set, informal ones emerge quickly (Anderson, Hildreth, & Howland, 2015; DeRue, Nahrgang, & Ashford, 2015; Friesen et al., 2014; Paunova, 2015; Yoo & Alavi, 2004). Even if disliked, hierarchies lead to feelings of stability, and efficiency whilst clarify the roles in the group, which can be appealing for people in specific cases. They lead to a feeling of being more effective, because agents understand their own role in a better way (Friesen et al., 2014). Especially uncertain situations, which endangered the members’ feeling of structure, lead to the formation of strong informal authority structures (Oedzes et al., 2015). Hierarchies are perceived as desirable when organisational agents do not have control over specific situations, which leads to the evolvement of informal hierarchies (Paunova, 2015). General hierarchies satisfy the people’s certainty needs, which can lead to a higher organizational identification in hierarchical companies (Nir Halevy et al., 2011). Not only was the literature interested when such informal hierarchies evolve but also who is granted more informal authority in formally equalitarian groups. The results indicate that in the beginning phase of new groups, status allocation is mostly based on personality traits (Paunova, 2015). In more progressed phases of the groups, especially task contributions and group oriented behaviour are the
sources for enhanced informal authority (Ridgeway, 1982). However, when members perceive their group as ‘warm’, more than one group leader can emerge. Similar effects can be observed, when multiple group members are highly competent (DeRue et al., 2015).

However even if formal and informal hierarchies are so common in organisations and even dyadic work constellations (Tiedens et al., 2007), hierarchical structures not only lead to advantages in organisations.

3.2. Voice and Silence Behaviour

Numerous scholars building the voice and silence literature, examined the influence of steeper hierarchies on the communication patterns of organisational agents. Employee voice is defined as communication of ideas, improvement proposals and information by organisational agents. The opposing behaviour is called organisational silence, which is related to the withholding of employees’ voice (Greenberg and Edwards, 2009).

Scholars have shown that in steeper hierarchies, agents pass on less information and ideas upward the organisation’s hierarchy chain (Fang et al., 2014; Festinger, 1950; Reitzig & Maciejovsky, 2015). Hierarchies are layers of authorities (Reitzig & Maciejovsky, 2015), consequently higher hierarchical agents have influence on their subordinates’ promotion, salary and their evaluation in general (Fang et al., 2014). This leads to one reason for silence behaviour, called evaluation apprehension. Evaluation apprehension means that subordinates fear negative feedback from their higher hierarchical colleagues when suggesting ideas or passing on information (Fang et al., 2014; Reitzig & Maciejovsky, 2015). Furthermore, groups and organisa-
tions are social constructs. People relate a good working organisation with consensus and agreement, which hinders them to communicate issues or ideas for improvements. What comes next is that agents fear to be labelled as trouble makers by their superiors or peers, when communicating issues or improvement proposals (Morrison & Milliken, 2000).

Detert & Trevino, (2010) argue that it is not about the content that makes people unable to communicate with their superiors but rather the simple fact that people in general have issues to talk to people of higher authority, due to socially acquired behaviour. They state that even if the superior generally encourages voice behaviour, people still fear to communicate to them. Despite these social reasons of why people do not communicate up the hierarchy chain, the most powerful reason for silence behaviour is connected to feelings of control. People do not communicate their ideas because the process is related to effort and costs but does not lead to the anticipated changes. Subordinates think that their voice or proposal, is not heard by higher authorities. Thus, communicating ideas or improvements is a waste of time and especially effort for them (Fang et al., 2014; Milliken, Frances, Morrison, & Hewlin, 2003; Reitzig & Maciejovsky, 2015).

An interesting study found that the general fear of communicating negative news leads to the frequency that many agents convey the news more positively and appealing than they actually are. Fang et al., (2014) found out that this kind of dishonest behaviour could lead, to important investments of the company, which would not have been done if bad news would have been conveyed. However it has to be mentioned that the positive effects only occur if the dishonesty is minimal, which normally is not the case in reality.

Despite this special finding of Fang et al., (2014), silence behaviour of agents do not lead to favourable effects. The restricted idea communication and diffusion due to
steep hierarchies, decreases the organisation’s decision making efficiency and constrain the processes that lead to change (Morrison & Milliken, 2000).

All these negative effects of hierarchies on the communication patterns inside the organisations hinder their development, innovations (Carletta et al., 1998) and collective learning (Lawrence et al., 2005), which is necessary to survive on the market. Still organisations without hierarchies are still perceived as prototypes or experimentation.

3.3. Small Groups

Not only hierarchies can be observed in most organisations but also small project or task groups, which work closely together (Guzzo & Shea, 1992; Taggar & Brown, 2001). Companies often use small groups for making decisions or solving tasks, due to the fact that theoretically groups have access to a more diverse information pool. Group decisions could benefit from its members’ varying perspectives, expertise (Van Ginkel & Van Knippenberg, 2012) and preferences (Dennis, 1993). Even in creative aspects, groups can generate better outcomes if the members share their knowledge with each other (Seo, Chae, & Lee, 2015). However, likewise with hierarchies, not every task or decision is suitable to be made in a group. Laughlin, (2011) states that especially in intellective and judgemental tasks diverse knowledge, which is provided by groups, is beneficial. In intellective tasks single correct answers exists, whereas in judgemental tasks there are no single correct answers.

Not every task is suitable for groups but still many decisions and tasks are handled by groups due to their mentioned advantage of more available knowledge and information.
3.4. Decision making of Small Groups

However the mentioned benefit of groups can only show its power if the diverse information and expertise is sufficiently communicated. Yet, groups are exposed to natural negative processes like production blocking, meaning that in group discussions only one person can speak (Diehl & Stroebe, 1987). Consequently, the current passive members first have to process the newly gained information, before making their own contribution. Additionally, people tend to forget what they wanted to contribute before the other group member started to speak or their information has no relevance for the current phase of the discussion anymore. This leads to the effect that even if desired, agents insufficiently share their knowledge with the rest of the group (Dennis, 1993). These effects are especially disadvantageous in so called Hidden Profile tasks, where all members know partially shared information but crucial information is only available for single individuals. In these special tasks it is necessary that all members communicate their individual information and knowledge to find the optimal decision alternative (Stasser & Titus, 2003). The topic Hidden profile tasks and the resulting group member behaviour have been studied by numerous scholars and represents a famous topic in the group decision literature. The common results indicate that one of the major issues of groups handling such tasks is that all members focus extensively on common knowledge, hampering the group’s advantage for more available information (Paulus, 2000; Stasser & Titus, 2003). Another aspect of groups is the fact that they are social constructs, influencing the information that is offered by its members. The members only communicate aspects, which seem suitable for the current discussion phase, therefore groups often get stuck in one aspect of the discussed topic (Dennis, 1993). Group members not only fear negative evaluation by their superiors but of the other group members as well.
This leads to people sharing information in favour of the majority’s preference. People tend to evaluate the opinion of the majority as correct and deny the validity of minorities’ opinions (Dennis, 1993). Supporting this effect, normative influence theorists claim that people have a higher self-perception, if conforming the opinions of others (Myers & Lamm, 1976). Another often observed phenomena in group activities is called ‘social loafing’ or ‘free riding’, which means that group members are unwilling to provide effort in a group task if their own contribution seems not to make a difference in completing the task (Kerr & Tindale, 2004). Here again the theoretical advantage of groups is weakened by negative social behaviour of the members. Nevertheless, even if groups are exposed to multiple negative processes, they are still prevalent in most modern organisations. However as stated above hierarchies are prevalent in teams and small groups as well, influencing the internal processes further. Therefore scholars tried to answer the question if groups make better decisions or perform better in specific tasks if authority structures are prevalent.

3.5. Effects of Hierarchies on Small Groups’ decisions

Group decisions often suffer from suboptimal communication patterns, unfortunately authority structures in groups further worsen these negative processes. If a team leader is part of a group discussion, the other members with less authority expect and encourage specific behaviour of her (Tost et al., 2013). The person, who has the most authority in the group, is stereotypically responsible for the group’s coordination. Consequently the other group members encourage the group leader to talk more. Additionally, people tend to believe that leaders have their position with reason, which entitles them to dominate the discussion (Tost et al., 2013). The result-
ing majority of speaking time of higher status members hinders an optimal information exchange in groups and results in lower performances, compared to leaderless groups (Haslam et al., 1998; Tost et al., 2013). However, it has to be stated that groups with highly competent leaders perform better than leaderless ones (Tarakci et al., 2015), showing that if the most competent person dominates the discussion good outcomes can be generated. Nevertheless, even if authority structures in groups hinder free communication, hierarchies and authority structures foster coordination and cooperation in small groups (Oedzes et al., 2015). Formal group leaders are enabled to structure the group’s effort (F. P. Morgeson et al., 2010) without triggering power related conflicts (Berkowitz, 1953). Also social loafing and the so called ‘start up problem’ can be reduced by structured contribution mechanisms, which are promoted by an authority structure in the team (Simpson, Willer, & Ridgeway, 2012).

F.P. Morgeson et al. (2010), exemplified the positive effects of an authority structure with the help of different phases of group tasks. Generally group tasks can be split into two phases, which both benefit from an authority structure. During the transition phase group leaders, with enhanced authority facilitate the goal setting process, clarify the team’s mission and the members’ roles in the team. In the following action phase of groups, people with more authority are able to structure the members’ actions, enable high quality communication and monitor the group’s activities in a better way (F. P. Morgeson et al., 2010).

As shown above, hierarchies restrict communication patterns (Cardinal, 2001; Dennis, 1993; Tarakci et al., 2015; Tost et al., 2013) but facilitate coordination and a structure in the team, besides other aspects (Haslam et al., 1998; F. P. Morgeson et al., 2010; Oedzes et al., 2015). However, the consequences of these effects on the group’s outcome depend on the needs of the specific decision or task. In some tasks
open communication and a free flow of information seems more important than a structured approach and vice versa.

Generally tasks and decisions differ in multiple aspects, influencing their needs and natural processes during the task. It can be shown that in specific tasks, groups naturally behave differently.

Brown & Miller, (2000) showed in their study that in more complex tasks, decentralized communication patterns evolve, displaying the importance of open and free communication channels in these tasks. However, task complexity can differ from person to person, due to multiple aspects, which influence the complexity of the task. First, task complexity can be explained by the intrinsic objective task characteristics. Second, it can be explained by psychological aspects, originating from the subjective perception of the complexity. And lastly, it can be seen as a combination between the agent’s characteristics and the task itself (S. W. Chae, Seo, & Lee, 2015). But not every task has to be complex. The knowledge required in routine tasks is already part of the group; therefore open communication and a free flow of ideas do not have a big effect on their solution. Routine tasks rather rely on a structured, centralized approach (Brown & Miller, 2000).

Tasks and decisions not only differ in their complexity but also show differences in their requirements and goals. Judgemental tasks, for example, do not have a single correct answer, but rely on suitable judgements of its members. This task structure benefits from vital knowledge sharing in order to generate more alternatives and to benefit from the diverse information of their members. Consequently judgemental tasks are said to be less suitable for formal hierarchies (Lu, Yuan, & McLeod, 2012). Other decisions or tasks require creativity in order to get solved. Scholars claim that creativity in groups is an interactive process, meaning that the members have to present their ideas, evaluate them and recombine the diverse ideas to generate a crea-
tive output. Consequently the creative potential of groups starts with the ability of its members to state their ideas (Drazin, Glynn, & Kazanjian, 1999). S. Chae, Seo, & Lee, (2015) showed that knowledge sharing in groups enhances the creativity of the individuals, claiming that groups who actually share their knowledge produce more creative solutions and ideas. Therefore, creative task groups would benefit from equalitarian teams, without formal authority layers, which encourage the communication of diverse ideas and information.

Moreover, innovations are necessary for a competitive advantage of a company and they are the result of creative ideas made by their employees (Audia & Goncalo, 2007; Lopez-Cabarales et al., 2009). It is common to state that a creative idea has to be novel and useful. Most scholars, who examined creativity in groups or individuals, have used this definition. However, a creative idea not only reflects something completely new but also can display an improvement or modification of something existing. New theories of creativity differentiate between these creativity forms. Divergent creativity reflects the traditional understanding of creativity and incremental creativity shows the improving, modifying character of creativity (Audia & Goncalo, 2007). Exploration and exploitation will be the topic of the last chapter of the literature review, which draws attention on the research gap, which this thesis wants to fill.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Positive effects of hierarchies/authority structures</th>
<th>Negative effects of hierarchies/authority structures</th>
<th>Authors:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Provide psychological incentives</td>
<td>Hinder communication of ideas (Voice &amp; Silence behaviour)</td>
<td>Halevy, Chou, &amp; Galinsky, (2011)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>People with authority provide more effort</td>
<td></td>
<td>Fehr, Herz, &amp; Wilkening, (2012)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clarify roles, enable coordination</td>
<td></td>
<td>Oedzes, Vegt, Rink, &amp; Walter, (2015)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provide feeling of stability</td>
<td></td>
<td>Friesen, Kay, Eibach, &amp; Galinsky, (2014)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘Start up’ problem &amp; ‘social loafing’ can be reduced</td>
<td></td>
<td>Simpson, Willer, &amp; Ridgeway, (2012)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Leader dominates discussions</td>
<td>Tost, Gino, &amp; Larrick, (2013)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table1: Overview of the differing effects of hierarchies

3.6. Explorative and Exploitative learning

Research about innovative companies and different types of innovations is vast. These terms not only had been of interest in the innovation literature but also had an influence in the organisational learning literature.

Scholars connected the term of radical innovation with the exploration concept of March, (1991), which had been introduced in the organisational learning literature and had been of high interest in science, since them. He stated that exploration is related to terms like “search, variation, risk taking, experimentation, play, flexibility, discovery and innovation” (March, 1991, p.71). Additionally, exploration means the acquisition of new knowledge (Gupta et al., 2006), which is connected to a high un-
certainty likewise radical innovations (Ylinen & Gullkvist, 2014). March also introduced the term of exploitation, which is related to terms like “refinement, choice, production, efficiency, selection, implementation and execution” (March, 1991, p. 71). Exploitation is connected to incremental innovations, the improvement of existing knowledge (Subramaniam & Youndt, 2005) and a recombination of existing skills (Kostopoulos & Bozionelos, 2011). Additionally, Hansen, Podolny, & Pfeffer (2001) state that exploitation does not require diverse knowledge and several alternative ideas.

Still some scholars argue that exploitation not only relies on existing knowledge but also on new one. Therefore some activities can be claimed as explorative for specific organisations and exploitative for others (Gupta et al., 2006), making it sometimes difficult to generalize both concepts. The definition differences of scholars can be explained by their differing focus. Some scholars focused on individual levels and some on corporate levels. The type of industry, which had been observed leads to different understandings as well (Li, Vanhaverbeke, & Schoenmakers, 2008). In this thesis I will use and structure my hypothesis on the initial exploration and exploitation definitions provided by March, (1991), which have already been presented.

Despite some definition differences, most scholars state that both concepts have differing needs due to their contrasting characteristics (Lavie et al., 2010). Exploration and exploitation differ in their timing. Exploration concentrates on long term performance, which is connected to a high uncertainty, due to late possible feedback. On the other hand exploitation improves existing skills and knowledge, which enables a prompt evaluation of these activities. Not only the time aspect and the uncertainty level differ in both learning types but also the part of organisation, which benefits from these activities. Exploration initially enhances individual or unit based knowledge and exploitative learning represents gains in the collective knowledge of a
company (March, 1991). Even if some scholars claim that both learning types require similar control mechanisms (Cardinal, 2001), most scholars emphasize that due to their contrasting characteristics and needs both concepts have to be managed differently (Lavie et al., 2010).

Notwithstanding the inconsistencies in how to handle both concepts, scholars are mostly united in stating that organisations have to do both, explore and exploit in order to be successful and survive in the long run.

Exploitation focuses on short term goals and enables an organisation to survive current challenges. Exploration, on the other hand, prepares organisation for future challenges (Levinthal & March, 1993).

If companies only focus on short term issues or aspects they will have problems to adapt to new environmental changes (Fang, Lee, & Schilling, 2010). In order to gain a competitive advantage in an industry, exploration is necessary. But, firms that solely concentrate on exploration have to bear the costs of experimentation, without benefiting from improved existing knowledge or products. Additionally, a competitive advantage due to exploration can be extended and defended when it is exploited (Levinthal & March, 1993). Scholars are mostly united in the need for a balance of exploration and exploitation or said differently for a balance between search and stability ensuring activities (Andriopoulos & Lewis, 2009; Fang et al., 2010; Lavie et al., 2010; Levinthal & March, 1993; Rivkin & Siggelkow, 2003). However, the question of how to do best is still questionable. Some scholars claim that companies should temporarily engage in one of these activities. Organisations should normally exploit their existing knowledge but switch to short periods in which they explore new knowledge to generate innovations. This periodically balancing mechanism is called ‘Punctual equilibrium’ (Burgelman, 2002; Gupta et al., 2006).

Another concept, which became popular in science, is called ‘Ambidexterity’
Companies employing ambidextrous mechanisms are able to exploit and explore at the same time (Andriopoulos & Lewis, 2009) and not only temporarily engage in one of the activities. Ambidextrous organisations consist of highly differing units, which are weakly integrated. Explorative units are smaller, decentralized structured and are characterized by loose cultures. In contrast exploitative units are bigger, centralized and display tight cultures. Management mechanisms have to ensure an integration of both kinds of generated knowledge (Gupta et al., 2006).

Some studies tried to answer the question of how to design an organisation to successfully explore and/or exploit, with the help of NK landscape models, which simulate organisations’ search and stability processes. Rivkin & Siggelkow, (2003) found out with the help of these models, that companies, who decentralize their search/exploration activities in subunits and integrate them in later stages of the model, most likely don’t get trapped in suboptimal peaks in the NK-landscape. They call it temporarily decentralized organisations because without any integrating mechanisms the gained knowledge of the subunits cannot spread inside the company, resulting in suboptimal long term performance. Fang et al., (2010), support the idea of decentralized subunits with random links between them. However her study emphasizes the importance of a high diversity in the organisation in order to effectively explore new knowledge. The isolation of explorative units in the organisation enables them to experiment with new solutions, which are not influenced by company norms and cultures. But an organisation has to ensure to spread the newly gained knowledge inside the company, with the help of semi-isolated and not completely isolated sub-units (Fang et al., 2010).

All these results support the ambidexterity approach, which highlights the idea of
loosely connected nearly independent subunits, which are integrated by specific management positions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>How to manage explorative/exploitative</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Both concepts have to be managed differently</td>
<td>Lavie et al., (2010)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effects of organic &amp; mechanic control mechanism</td>
<td>Ylinen &amp; Gullkvist, (2014)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effects of centralized decision making</td>
<td>Jansen et al., (2006)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>How to design organisations</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Semi isolated subunits to ensure diversity in the organisation</td>
<td>Fang et al., (2014)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Team composition for explorative/exploitative units</td>
<td>Perretti &amp; Negro, (2006)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Overview of explorative/exploitative learning studies

4. Research Gap & Question

Most studies about March’s, (1991) term of exploration and exploitation focus on holistic organisational decision making mechanisms or structural design components, which facilitate or hinder search and stability processes but exclude internal unit processes.

Only few scholars concentrated on smaller groups, combined with the question, what enables them to explore or exploit in a more sufficient way. They found out that organic control mechanisms, which are characterized by decentralized decision making, flexibility, open communication and less formal rules (Slevin & Covin, 1997) lead to positive effects on both learning types (Ylinen & Gullkvist, 2014).

Ylinen & Gullkvist, (2014) state that organic control mechanisms enhance the innova-
tiveness in explorative projects and the performance in exploitative ones. Organic control mechanisms enable the teams to communicate in an open and informal way. Therefore teams can explore new alternatives, which in the end create new knowledge. Similar studies concentrating on teams and units, came to the conclusion that the centralization of decision making in units hinders exploratory search, but do not facilitate exploitative innovations as anticipated by the scholars (Jansen et al., 2006; Ylinen & Gullkvist, 2014). Moreover psychological safety in units and whole organisations promotes explorative learning due to open communication channels, which create room for experimentation (Kostopoulos & Bozionelos, 2011).

The generated results indicate that open communication and the ability of information and knowledge exchange is of high importance in explorative teams, likewise in Hidden Profile tasks. However if authority structures in these groups hamper the teams' performance could not clearly be explained, due to the fact that organic control mechanisms not only entail authority patterns but many other aspects, like the existence of formal rules, as well. Furthermore what kind of authority structure is beneficial in exploitative teams could not be answered, except that formalization is beneficial in exploitative activities (Jansen et al., 2006; Ylinen & Gullkvist, 2014). A study concentrating on the composition of teams by Perretti & Negro, (2006) showed that high status members in explorative teams can enhance their performance. Yet, the scholars explain their results with the enhanced freedom and increased visibility of the teams, which entail high status organisational agents and not due to structural reasons. The study had been conducted in the Hollywood film industry, which shows some unique characteristics. Additionally, the paper of Rivkin & Siggelkow, (2003) used a simple hierarchy in their NK model. However their focus had not been on the hierarchy in general but more on other design aspects like the CEO’s abilities, the reward structure etc.. Consequently no insights about the effects of hierarchies on
search and stability processes in general can be made. Nevertheless the study of Jansen et al., (2006), which data had been generated by financial service companies, helped to answer the question about the effects of hierarchies in groups, who engage in exploration or exploitation, by showing that decentralized decision making is positively related to explorative learning of teams. However in order to eliminate industry specifics an experiment, which examines the influence of hierarchies in these specific task types, has not been conducted by the scholars yet.

Even if the literature about hierarchies, small groups and exploration/exploitation is vast, a general answer, if hierarchies with their entailing advantages and disadvantages are suitable for explorative or exploitative teams, has not been given, as far as I know. Moreover the exploration and exploitation literature insufficiently answers the questions about the effects of authority structures on both learning types. Consequently this thesis will try to answer these questions.

Research Question: *What are the effects of authority on small groups’ performance in solving explorative and exploitative tasks?*

The question if hierarchical structures lead to benefits in exploitative or explorative task teams, will bring new insights about the needs for these special types of teams. Additionally, the results could practically show companies how to design such groups. As general known both functions are extremely important for organisations. Consequently teams or units engaging in these activities should be optimally designed in order to provide a competitive advantage. Therefore this thesis not only broadens the scientific knowledge about exploration, exploitation and small groups but also will generate strategic practical knowledge.
5. Hypothesis

5.1. Explorative learning

As stated above, explorative learning is not based on existing knowledge but on new one (Gupta et al., 2006; March, 1991), which is connected to a high uncertainty (Ylinen & Gullkvist, 2014). Therefore experimentation, variation and risk taking (March, 1991) are necessary in order to explore and find solutions for such tasks. Furthermore exploration is related to radical innovations (Benner & Tushman, 2003; Ylinen & Gullkvist, 2014), which benefit from diverse knowledge and information (Lu et al., 2012).

Hierarchies enable groups to approach issues in a more structured way, due to clarified roles (Simpson et al., 2012). Negative power struggles can be eliminated by pre-defined authority layers in groups (Kilduff et al., 2016; Moss & Wilson, 2014). In general hierarchies structure groups’ planning and action phases, which leads to a coordinated approach of groups, when solving tasks (F. P. Morgeson et al., 2010). Additionally problems like social loafing or production blocking can be reduced by structured contribution mechanisms, which are promoted by hierarchies (Simpson et al., 2012).

However the necessity of a highly structured approach is questionable in explorative tasks, which rely on divergent creativity (Audia & Goncalo, 2007) and unrestricted communication (Ylinen & Gullkvist, 2014). Risk taking and experimentation is facilitated if the group members do not fear negative feedback of their peers or superiors (Bunderson & Reagans, 2011).

Scholars state that in explorative activities divergent creativity is needed in order to produce new knowledge and solutions (Audia & Goncalo, 2007). Divergent creativity
and exploration can be compared to “outside the box” thinking (Madjar, Greenberg, & Chen, 2011).

Yet, it is generally known that authority structures and hierarchies not only restrict open communication companywide (Fang et al., 2014; Festinger, 1950; Reitzig & Maciejovsky, 2015) but also hampers the free exchange of ideas in small groups and their creative potential (Paulus & Brown, 2007; Tost et al., 2013). Higher authority group members intimidate the lower status group members into not freely state their ideas. Group leaders do not encourage their subordinates to offer ideas, because they are engaged in dominating the discussion (Carletta et al., 1998). Additionally, high power group members are often unaffected by the information provided by members of lower power (Galinsky, Magee, Gruenfeld, Whitson, & Liljenquist, 2008). Showing that even if lower authority members do offer information or ideas, the leader and the other group members do not consider them as important (Galinsky et al., 2008).

It has been shown by Ylinen & Gullkvist, (2014) that, informal and open communication patterns enabled by organic control mechanisms positively affected explorative search. Similar results could be generated by Jansen et al., (2006), who showed that centralized decision making harms explorative learning. Moreover it is proven that psychological safety in groups promote exploration (Kostopoulos & Bozionelos, 2011) but is restricted by authority structures in teams (Edmondson, 2002; Oedzes et al., 2015). The previous examinations and results indicate that open communication in teams and not a structured approach is the critical point, when solving explorative tasks. Consequently my fist hypothesis states that, authority structures in small groups will negatively influence their ability to solve explorative tasks.
**H1**: Groups lacking an authority structure will perform better in explorative tasks, compared to groups with an authority structure.

### 5.2. Exploitative learning

Exploitation is closely connected to terms like efficiency, refinement and execution (March, 1991) and is based on existing knowledge (Subramaniam & Youndt, 2005), which has to be recombined and improved (Kostopoulos & Bozionelos, 2011). Exploitation is related to incremental creativity, which means to improve and generate ideas in existing boundaries and systems (Audia & Goncalo, 2007). The required knowledge for exploitation can be found inside the organisation. Therefore no existing norms have to be broken down (Madjar et al., 2011).

That does not mean that exploitative activities do not benefit from creativity. But the type of creativity differs from the normal understanding. Not divergent creativity likewise in explorative activities is beneficial here, but incremental creativity, which uses existing methods and knowledge to improve things (Audia & Goncalo, 2007). Creativity scholars state that creative ideas not only have to represent something completely new but can display modifications of existing procedures, organizational structures and so on. Consequently exploitative learning represents a specific type of creativity (George, 2007).

However, it is known that hierarchies in groups hinder open communication and collective learning in teams (Lawrence et al., 2005), which negatively affects the group’s creativity (Paulus, 2000; Sutton & Hargadon, 1997). Creativity in these studies represented something completely new, which had been generated by uncommon ideas (Paulus, 2000). Yet, due to the fact that exploitative learning is based on existing
knowledge, which has to be refined, an extensive idea exchange to bring in new insights to the groups, does not play such an important role. The routine character of exploitative tasks (Tuncdogan, Van Den Bosch, & Volberda, 2015) displays the lessened importance of information exchange when solving such tasks (Brown & Miller, 2000).

Additionally, exploitation is related to efficiency (March, 1991), which can be explained by quicker or more economical task completions. It is known that authority structures facilitate task division and allocation (Frederick P Morgeson, 2005), which could lead to more efficient processes in hierarchical groups.

If one person is in charge the other members will adapt the view of their leader, without power struggles (Kilduff et al., 2016; Oedzes et al., 2015), which could otherwise result in antagonistic behaviour of the members (Moss & Wilson, 2014). What comes next is that powerful people can recognize group goals quicker (Overbeck & Park, 2006) and adjust their behaviour accordingly (N. Halevy et al., 2012; Magee & Galinsky, 2008). Despite these behavioural effects of hierarchies, authority structures in groups can facilitate their members’ role attribution (Friesen et al., 2014), which leads to an efficient cooperation among them (F. P. Morgeson et al., 2010; Oedzes et al., 2015).

All these effects of hierarchies can improve existing processes and facilitate exploitative learning in the teams.

Even if the study of Ylinen & Gullkvist, (2014) could not provide a clear picture about the positive effect of mechanistic control mechanisms in exploitative settings I argue that authority structures lead to positive effects when solving exploitative tasks. Said differently, I argue that the structural benefits generated by an authority layer in the teams will outperform the negative effects on their communication patterns. Consequently, I claim that groups with an authority structure benefit from the resulting en-
hanced structural coordination, which leads to better performance compared to equalitarian groups.

H2: Groups lacking an authority structure will perform worse in exploitative tasks, compared to groups with an authority structure.

6. Experimental Design

In order to check the two hypotheses an experiment will be conducted. For each task type, one treatment and one control group will be tested, meaning there will be a 2x2 matrix to test.

The subjects for the experiment will be students from an European business university. Both tasks, the explorative and the exploitative one, will use similar materials like the marshmallow challenge of Tom Wujec, who presented his results of team building workshops in a popular Ted Talk. The tasks in the experiment will use similar materials as Tom Wujec, which are dry spaghettis, tape and marshmallows. In order to ensure that the teams of three people will be of a random constellation, every subject will receive a random number. The three following numbers will form a team. Random team constellations are necessary because some business students know each other from other courses etc., which could create bias in the initial team structure.

The treatment groups will entail a simple hierarchy. The procedure to generate an authority structure in the groups will be similar like in the study of Haslam et al., (1998). In their random authority treatment, the subject whose last name is first in the alphabet has enhanced decision-making authority in the group. Consequently, the treatment group consists one superior and two subordinates. The teams will get told
that the group leader is responsible for the group’s outcome and has the power to make decisions, which has to be followed by the other members. The control groups are equalitarian groups, in which everybody has formally the same authority and decision-making rights. After the actual task all subjects have to answer a similar questionnaire to find out some facts about their communication patterns and how they approached the task. Besides that some overall information about the subjects’ age and sexuality will be collected in order to gain more information to come to more meaningful conclusions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>No authority structure</th>
<th>Authority structure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Exploration</td>
<td>Control group 1</td>
<td>Treatment group 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exploitation</td>
<td>Control group 2</td>
<td>Treatment group 2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Experimental study 2x2 matrix

6.1. Experimental Design Explorative task

The term of explorative learning or task is described by words like “experimentation, search, uncertainty, creativity, novelty and usage of outside the company’s knowledge” (March, 1991, p. 71). The explorative task in the experiment will be nearly the exact marshmallow challenge of Tom Wujec’s team building workshops. The groups have to build a free standing tower out of 20 sticks of spaghetti, one meter tape and one marshmallow, which has to be placed at the top. The groups will have 18 minutes time to complete the task. The treatment groups, who entail an authority structure will get two minutes before the experiment starts in order to find their group leader. The group leader will be responsible for the teams’ actions and has the power
to make decisions, which has to be followed by the rest of the group. Afterwards, the treatment and control group will receive the same short instructions about the task. Such a task displays non-routine and novel challenge for the groups, due to the fact that most business students never have built such a tower, especially with this kind of material. However it has to be mentioned that students from a design or architecture university are not suitable, because this task can have a routine character for them. Additionally because no design inputs are presented, the subjects cannot orientate on existing knowledge but have to find new ways to come to a solution. The given instructions are kept short in order to provide the teams with high freedom in their completion. Both aspects are related to new ‘outside the company’ knowledge of March’s exploration definition. Moreover because this kind of task displays something new for business student, which cannot be generated by a recombination of existing knowledge, divergent creativity is required (Audia & Goncalo, 2007).

Furthermore in order to build a construction, which can handle the marshmallow’s weight in the end, the groups have to experiment during the construction process and take risks. Furthermore to complete the task successfully a creative approach is needed. Tom Wujec stated that kindergarten classes showed great performance, due to their creative approaches and their willingness to experiment during the construction process. The groups initially have to find a suitable design for the tower and have to cooperate in order to build it in the limited available time. The task is completed successfully, if the construction can handle the marshmallow’s weight, otherwise the groups failed. The performance indicator will be the height of the tower itself.
All these aspects of the Marshmallow Challenge make the task a suitable explorative group exercise, which is easy to measure. Moreover normally students have fun during the task, which enhances their motivation to show good performance here.

6.2. Experimental Design Exploitative task

Exploitation is based on existing knowledge and can be explained as routine work (Tuncdogan et al., 2015), which has to be refined and improved (March, 1991). The exploitative task in the thesis will be broken down to the terms of existing knowledge and efficiency, which are related to the exploitation definition of March, (1991, p.71).

A construction made by dry spaghetti and marshmallows will be presented to the teams, which have to be rebuilt by them. To emphasize the existing knowledge of exploitation, the teams will get presented a short video, showing them one possible process how to build the construction. I claim that due to the displayed construction and the presented construction process, the required knowledge for this task is part of the team. However, it will be highlighted that the shown process is only one possible way and does not have to be the cleverest one. The construction will be a Cub-octahedron, a polyhedron consisting of eight triangular faces and six square faces. This construction enables the teams to structure their work efficiently due to smart task division and allocation. Moreover, it leaves room for multiple ways to rebuild it.

To ensure that the groups structure their ideas and have sufficient time to find a group leader, all teams will get five minutes preparation time at the beginning. The creative aspect here is not connected to something completely new but to improvements due to modifications of the existing knowledge.
The teams’ goal will be to produce as many Cuboctahedrons as possible in 20 minutes. Successful teams will build more constructions in the given time, displaying a more efficient process, which is in line with the exploitation term provided by March, (1991).

The presented task requires existing knowledge, which is provided by the displayed video and the picture of the Cuboctahedron. Moreover the goal of the task is to improve the procedure of the construction, which displays a modification but not a completely new approach likewise in explorative tasks. Incremental creativity and coordinated actions will lead to good performance. All these aspects fit into the exploitation thought of March, (1991), which makes this task a suitable one for the experiment.

Example of a finished Cuboctahedron made out of spaghettis and small marshmallows:

![Cuboctahedron](image)

Figure 1: Example of Cuboctahedron made of spaghettis and marshmallows

### 7. Expectancies

Due to the characteristics of the different tasks of the experiment, I expect that some groups will perform better with an authority structure and some without one.
The tower building tasks in the explorative setting, involves a divergent like creativity. People initially have to collect their ideas in order to find the best way how to solve the task. A free and informal communication process seems of high importance here. However, what should not be forgotten is that without a coordinated approach the teams will have troubles to complete the task in the provided time. Power struggles about whose idea to follow could complicate the process further and lead to time constraints as well. Nevertheless, the goal of the task is to build a high tower, which requires creativity, risk taking and experimentation for the realization. The time constraint is of importance but is a side element of the task, which can be handled by equalitarian groups too. In my opinion, a creative interchange is the prime factor that leads to success in this experience. Consequently, I expect that teams without a formal authority structure will benefit in building a higher tower. The reason is that authority structures in groups generally hinder open communication and idea exchange (Carletta et al., 1998; Lawrence et al., 2005). The positive structural effects of an hierarchy in the group (Frederick P Morgeson, 2005) and the lessened power struggles (Kilduff et al., 2016) will not out perform the disadvantages of hierarchies on the communication patterns (S. W. Chae et al., 2015).

In the exploitative task, which represents a rebuilding process, requires a structural approach with clear roles. Moreover, to ensure real teamwork, a team leader can allocate roles and starts the contribution mechanism, which can be hampered by unclear responsibilities. Power struggles would complicate the process further, leading to a waste of time. Due to the fact that authority structures facilitate these processes (Kilduff et al., 2016; Frederick P Morgeson, 2005), I expect that teams with an hierarchy solve the task in an more efficient way, which is the goal here.
8. Results

In the result section, first some descriptive results are presented. First, the individual questionnaire results and the grouped questionnaire results of both studies will be analysed. Afterwards, the two hypotheses will be checked in more detail.

8.1. Results of the Explorative study

After the explorative experiment, the subjects had to fill in a small questionnaire. This had the purpose to generate some additional data about the subjects’ age, sex and how they approached the task. I analysed the individual answers of the subjects, which had not been grouped in this first analysis. Consequently, the results regarding the dependent variable height tripled, because always three people of one group stated the same answer. This has to be taken into account if looking at the multivariate correlation analysis, which includes the dependent variable, especially when regarding the significance level.

Yet, other individual answers can bring insights about the subjects’ approach and how they rated specific aspects inside their group, because not every group member rated particular aspects equally.

In total, 57 subjects participated in the explorative experiment, building 9 control groups without an authority structure and 10 groups with an authority structure. The sexuality of the subjects had been balanced, 29 had been female and 28 male. 15 males and 15 females were in the treatment group. In the control group, without an official authority structure, 14 females and 13 males were examined. Even if the distribution is nearly completely balanced the groups’ constellation were random.
garding the age of the subjects, no big surprise were revealed, because most of them were business students in master classes. The youngest person was 19 years old and the oldest was 30 years old. The mean value was about 23.8 years. In the treatment group the mean age had been 23.8 and in the control group 23.5.

Regarding the studies of all subjects, 70% are in their master studies and 30% in their bachelor studies. In the treatment group 63% are in their master studies and 37% in their bachelor studies. In the control group 78% are master students and only 22% bachelor students.

Coming to some more insight bringing results: The questionnaire contained questions about how the subjects approached the task. I collected this information from the individuals and not from the groups, to receive a more honest answer. If the subjects would have answered the question in a group they would have marked the answer, which seems right for them, but not how they really felt. The results clarify that not every individual in a group feels or experienced the approach equally.

The subjects could state, that they initially made a plan before starting the actual task or that they started immediately experimenting with the spaghettis. According to Tom Wujec’s Ted Talk, kindergarten kids are so successful in this tower building challenge, because they experimented more than other groups. It can be shown that 21% (12 subjects) of the people stated that they started experimenting and 79% (45 subjects) of the subjects initially discussed the task with their teammates. In the groups without an official authority structure only 18% (5 subjects) of the subjects started experimenting. Here an inconsistency has to be emphasized. Because each group consisted of 3 subjects, not all subjects rated their approach in the same way. 82% (22 subjects) in the control group claimed that they first discussed the task with each other before actually working on it. In the treatment group, 23% (7 subjects) immediately started to experiment with the task and 77% (23 subjects) discussed it first.
Here again it can be shown that not every team member has the same view on her or his team’s approach.

Furthermore, 63% (19 subjects) of the subjects in the treatment group and 52% (14 subjects) of the subjects in the control group reported that they divided the task into subtasks. About 42% (24 subjects) of all the subjects did not divide the task at all. Nevertheless, still 58% (33 subjects) of all subjects divided the task.

In order to get a clearer picture about the authority framing method and the official leader behaviour in the treatment group, the subjects had to answer a question about the behaviour of their leader.

77% (23 subjects) of the subjects in the treatment group stated that the leader behaved perfectly and 23% (7 subjects) that she did not do enough in order to perform her role appropriately. The subjects could have rated her as overreacting as well, meaning that she overcompensated her official role. However, none actually felt that way. These results and their implication will be discussed later in more detail.

The control groups, which had no official leader, had to answer, if one specific person in the group took over the leading role, acting like an ‘unofficial’ leader. Only 37% (10 subjects) of the subjects claimed that one person took over the leading role and 63% (17 subjects) claimed that nobody took over this role.

Moreover, I asked the subjects if everybody in the group had a specific role during the task. In the control group without an official leader, 33% (9 subjects) stated that in their group everybody had her specific role. In the treatment group with one official leader a different result can be observed. Here 67% (18 subjects) of the subjects stated that everybody had a role in the group. This makes sense, because we know that role attribution is facilitated by an authority structure in the group (Friesen et al., 2014; F. P. Morgeson et al., 2010; Oedzes et al., 2015).
Furthermore only 5 subjects of 57 did not like to work with their team and only 2 stated that a conflict during the task occurred. Interestingly, no entire group claimed the existence of a conflict, showing that not all members had the same feeling.

Regarding their self perceived performance, 42% (24 subjects) of subjects found themselves below than average, 23% (13 subjects) like average and 35% (20 subjects) above average, showing that this kind of task and their performance displayed something new for them, in which they have no skills (Kruger, 1999).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Answer</th>
<th>Treatment Group</th>
<th>Control Group</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The group discussed the approach first</td>
<td>77%</td>
<td>82%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The group started experimenting</td>
<td>23%</td>
<td>18%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The group divided the task</td>
<td>63%</td>
<td>52%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The leader acted appropriately</td>
<td>77%</td>
<td>/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The leader did to less</td>
<td>23%</td>
<td>/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The leader overdid her role</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Someone took over the unofficial leader role</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>37%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Everybody had a role in the group</td>
<td>67%</td>
<td>33%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Overview individual questionnaire results, explorative study

The descriptive table uses an alpha value of 10 % instead of 5% due to the small sample size. Table 5 shows the results in more detail. I will only focus on the significant results here.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>p&lt;0.1</th>
<th>height</th>
<th>authority</th>
<th>approach</th>
<th>subtask</th>
<th>leader</th>
<th>leadingrole</th>
<th>roles</th>
<th>sympathy</th>
<th>self</th>
<th>sex</th>
<th>age</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>height</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>authority</td>
<td>0.3152*</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>approach</td>
<td>-0.009</td>
<td>0.1452</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>subtask</td>
<td>0.2397*</td>
<td>0.0974</td>
<td>0.0826</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>leader</td>
<td>0.4366*</td>
<td>0.0788</td>
<td>-0.118</td>
<td>0.5615*</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>leadingrole</td>
<td>0.1042</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>0.3856*</td>
<td>-0.0284</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>roles</td>
<td>0.0128</td>
<td>0.2996*</td>
<td>0.0951</td>
<td>0.5125*</td>
<td>0.2786</td>
<td>-0.2169</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sympathy</td>
<td>0.4838*</td>
<td>0.2942*</td>
<td>-0.008</td>
<td>0.2380*</td>
<td>0.3666*</td>
<td>-0.3278*</td>
<td>0.1915</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>self</td>
<td>0.4724*</td>
<td>0.125</td>
<td>0.1991</td>
<td>0.1395</td>
<td>0.4317*</td>
<td>0.1844</td>
<td>0.1607</td>
<td>0.2985*</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sex</td>
<td>0.1024</td>
<td>0.0518</td>
<td>-0.0951</td>
<td>-0.015</td>
<td>0.2364</td>
<td>0.0284</td>
<td>-0.0172</td>
<td>-0.1915</td>
<td>0.1664</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>age</td>
<td>-0.639</td>
<td>0.0091</td>
<td>0.2305*</td>
<td>-0.158</td>
<td>-0.3356*</td>
<td>0.1052</td>
<td>-0.099</td>
<td>-0.3875*</td>
<td>-0.1177</td>
<td>0.0846</td>
<td>1.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: Multi-correlation analysis explorative study, individual answers
Firstly, it can be observed that authority and the tower height are positively and significantly (p=0.1) correlated. However, due to the individual answers, which are examined here, the sample size is artificially blown up. The valid analysis of the independent and dependent variable will be checked in the hypothesis section later on. The significant positive connection here is not valid.

What can be stated is that an official authority structure inside the teams did positively and significantly affected the role attribution in the groups but had no influence on the approach on how to solve the task, in other words: the task division.

The self-evaluation positively and significantly correlated with the height of the tower and the leader-behaviour. Showing that the individuals had the feeling of being more successful if working in a predefined authority structure and when producing higher towers, which is logical. Yet, teams with an authority structure in general produced higher towers, which could be the main reason for the positive connection of the authority structure and the individuals’ self-evaluation.

Moreover, the variable measuring the official leader performance shows a positive and significant connection to task division inside the teams. Additionally, task division significantly lead to higher towers, when regarding the individual answers. However, leader-behaviour only had been documented if an official leader had been part of the group and the groups with an authority structure in total had built higher towers.

If in the control groups one person claimed the leading-role, a positive and significant effect on the groups’ approach can be observed, which means that they discussed the matter first. Yet, an official authority or the leader-performance in the treatment group did not show such an effect. What can be shown as well is that specific roles in the teams and task division are positively correlated with one another. This results seems reasonable as well, because task division and allocation goes hand in hand with specific roles in the teams.
Nevertheless, the results have to be viewed with caution because, as stated above, especially the dependent variable has an artificially blown up size, due to triple statements of one group. The observed results will be discussed in more detail in the discussion section of this thesis.

I clustered the individual questionnaire results to form group answers. To do so the average answer was generated. For example, when two subjects stated that they divided the task and one person of the group stated the opposite, I claimed that the group answer is: divide the task. If all three of one group gave a different answer, which occurred once, the answer is not marked as valid and has not been considered in the examination. I run a correlation analysis with a p-value of 0.1 next.

The authority structure in the team and the role allocation in the teams are significantly and positively correlated, likewise in the examination of the individual answers. Roles and subtasks are positively and significantly related, which makes sense because if the teams divided the task, they have to allocate the subtasks as well, which leads to specific roles inside of the teams. It can be seen that the performance of the leader has a positive influence on the groups’ task division. Showing that appropriate leader behaviour has a positive effects on structuring variables, like task division here.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>p=&lt;0.1</th>
<th>height</th>
<th>authority</th>
<th>approach</th>
<th>subtask</th>
<th>leader</th>
<th>leadingrole</th>
<th>roles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>height</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>authority</td>
<td>0.2624</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>approach</td>
<td>-0.0382</td>
<td>0.0272</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>subtask</td>
<td>0.2897</td>
<td>0.1495</td>
<td>0.1409</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>leader</td>
<td>0.3957</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>-0.2500</td>
<td>0.7638 *</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>leadingrole</td>
<td>0.1727</td>
<td>0.3780</td>
<td>0.1581</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>roles</td>
<td>0.1096</td>
<td>0.5778 *</td>
<td>0.0272</td>
<td>0.5866 *</td>
<td>0.3750</td>
<td>-0.378</td>
<td>1.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6: Multi-correlation analysis explorative clustered answers

The correlation analysis between authority and leader performance did not generated any results, because after clustering the individual answers only two groups stated
that their leader did not do enough. Interestingly, the authority structure inside the teams did not influence the teams’ approach, like task division when examining the grouped results.

In general, the grouped answers generated less significant results than the individuals, because the grouped sample size had been one third of the individuals. Moreover, due to the averaging mechanism, many types of answers just fall out of the examination.

**8.2. Results of the Exploitative study 1**

The results of the first exploitative study are presented in the following.

Initially, some details about the subjects who participated in the first exploitative experiment will be shown. 36 students participated the first exploitative experiment, 20 females and 16 males, building 6 treatment and control groups. In the treatment groups 12 females and 6 males took part. In the control group it was more balanced with 10 males and 8 females.

The youngest subject was 21 and the oldest 33, with a mean of 25.2 years in these experiments. Moreover, 58% (21 subjects) were students currently enrolled in a masters program and 42% (15 subjects) in a bachelors program. When looking at the control group 38% (7 subjects) were enrolled in a master program and 62% (11 subjects) in a bachelors program. In the treatment group, 56% (10 subjects) were enrolled in a masters program and 44% (8 subjects) in a bachelor one.

The subjects had 5 minutes before commencing the task to organise themselves. I enquired about the communication during this preparation time and whether or not everyone had the chance to say something. They could choose from the statements,
that nobody communicated, one person dominated the discussion and that everybody was able to speak equally. The results show that 92% (33 subjects) felt that everybody had the chance to speak equally during the preparation time. However 8% (three people) stated that there was no communication at all in their group during the preparation time. All three subjects were part of a group without an authority structure. Additionally, I wanted to check how the communication during the task looked like. Again, the subjects could choose from no communication at all, everybody was able to speak equally and that one person dominated the discussion. In the control groups without an official leader 62% (11 subjects) of the people stated that everybody was able to speak equally, 28% (5 subjects) stated that there was no communication at all and 9% (2 subjects) claimed that one person dominated the communication during the task. Here, again, it becomes visible that not everybody in the same team felt equally. In the treatment group 95% (17 subjects) of the subjects answered that everybody had the chance to speak and one person (5%) that there had been no communication during the task. Interestingly, in the groups who had an official leader more people stated that everybody was able to speak and that nobody dominated the communication. However, normally a leader in a group dominates the discussions (Haslam et al., 1998; Tost et al., 2013), which represents one of the major disadvantages in creative tasks. This unexpected result will be discussed later in more detail.

Additionally, I expected that groups would change their building approach during the task. Meaning that after really understanding the construction’s characteristics, the groups would keep on modifying and improving their approach further. However, 49% (17 subjects) of the subjects did not change their process and 51% (19 subjects) of them changed it. In the control groups 48% (8 subjects) did not change the process but 52% (10 subjects) did. In the groups with an official leader 50% (9 sub-
jects) changed the process and 50% (9 subjects) kept on doing it the way they started, displaying exactly half of the subjects.

In order to solve the exploitative task efficiently, task division could be helpful. Consequently, only 23% (8 subjects) of the students did not divide the task into subtasks and 77% (28 subjects) did. In the control group, 72% (13 subjects) of the subjects divided the task and in the treatment group even 83% (15 subjects) did. These results support my expectancies about the characteristics of the exploitative task, which had been used in the experiment.

While observing the groups I was able to find out, that one group without an official leader discussed exactly this matter and came to the conclusion that task division is not so beneficial in this case as initially thought. Due to this observation it becomes clear that the groups actively focused on the question whether or not task division is beneficial.

Another question, which I tried to answer, was the performance of the leader or simply how the official leader in the group behaved. Of course, this question was only posed to the subjects who were engaged in the treatment condition. 61% (11 subjects) of the subjects stated that the leader behaved accordingly and performed her role in an appropriate manner. But 39% (7 subjects) of these subjects had the feeling that the leading person did too little. This result will be talked about later in more detail, as another possible answer would have been that she overdid her role, but nobody felt that way.

The subjects in the control group, without an official leader, had been asked if one person took over the unofficial leading role. Surprisingly, 76% (14 subjects) of the subjects claimed that nobody in the group had taken over the leading role, even when I expected that such a task would require a structure.
71% (26 subjects) of the subjects claimed that everyone in the group had a specific role. In the leaderless groups, however, only 57% (11 subjects) felt this way. In the treatment group with an initial authority structure, the feeling of different roles had been stronger. Here, 89% (16 subjects) claimed that everybody in the group had her own role.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Answer</th>
<th>Treatment Group</th>
<th>Control Group</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Everybody was able to speak in the preparation time</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>85%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>There was no communication at all during the preparation time</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Everybody was able to speak during the task</td>
<td>95%</td>
<td>62%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>There was no communication at all during the task</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>28%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One person dominated the communication process during the task</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The group changed the construction process during the task</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>51%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The group divided the task</td>
<td>83%</td>
<td>72%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The official leader behaved according to her role</td>
<td>61%</td>
<td>/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The official leader did too little for her role</td>
<td>39%</td>
<td>/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The official leader overdid her role</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Someone took over the unofficial leader role in the group</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>24%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Everybody in the group had a specific role</td>
<td>89%</td>
<td>76%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7: Overview individual questionnaire results, exploitative study 1

The initial results of the questionnaire revealed some interesting results. Firstly, the fact that not so many groups divided the task and allocated it to their members seems puzzling. Secondly, the rating of the official leader makes me wonder whether
or not the mechanism to specify a group leader worked in the anticipated way. But all these aspects will be examined in more detail in the discussion section of the thesis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>P&lt;0.1</th>
<th>many</th>
<th>authority</th>
<th>coperator</th>
<th>ctask</th>
<th>cchange</th>
<th>divided</th>
<th>leadperfect</th>
<th>leadrole</th>
<th>rolear</th>
<th>sex</th>
<th>age</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>many</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>authority</td>
<td>-0.2673</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>coperator</td>
<td>-0.3875</td>
<td>0.2673</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ctask</td>
<td>-0.1279</td>
<td>0.1453</td>
<td>0.5486*</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cchange</td>
<td>-0.0074</td>
<td>-0.0237</td>
<td>-0.089</td>
<td>-0.0483</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>divided</td>
<td>0.1010</td>
<td>0.1409</td>
<td>-0.1581</td>
<td>-0.1517</td>
<td>0.4402*</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>leadperfect</td>
<td>-0.5987*</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>0.3040</td>
<td>0.1140</td>
<td>0.2548</td>
<td>/</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>leadrole</td>
<td>0.1647</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>-0.7303*</td>
<td>-0.3895*</td>
<td>0.0953</td>
<td>0.3536</td>
<td>/</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>role</td>
<td>-0.0864</td>
<td>0.3517*</td>
<td>0.2467</td>
<td>0.0726</td>
<td>0.4151*</td>
<td>0.4681*</td>
<td>0.4492*</td>
<td>-0.1396</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sex</td>
<td>-0.1567</td>
<td>-0.1335</td>
<td>-0.1343</td>
<td>-0.0916</td>
<td>0.2361</td>
<td>-0.1322</td>
<td>0.0806</td>
<td>0.0853</td>
<td>-0.1385</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>age</td>
<td>0.0882</td>
<td>-0.3128*</td>
<td>-0.3648</td>
<td>-0.1428</td>
<td>-0.2051</td>
<td>-0.2504</td>
<td>0.3024</td>
<td>0.3998</td>
<td>-0.3963*</td>
<td>0.1768</td>
<td>1.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8: Multi-correlation analysis, exploitative study 1, individual questionnaire

Only the significant results of the multi-correlation analysis (Table 6) will be presented here. The multi-correlation analysis shows that groups with an official authority structure allocated significantly more often specific roles to the members. Furthermore, roles in the groups positively affected task division and a change of the approach while performing the task.

The communication during the preparation time and during the task are positively connected with one another but had no influence on the dependent variable. However, if someone took over a leading role in the team, negative effects on both communication variables can be shown. This negative effect on the communication pattern cannot be supported for an official authority structure in the groups.

From the individual questionnaire results no other interesting and significant results can be generated.

Again, the grouped questionnaire answers were analysed as well. These were generated in the same way as in the explorative setting. A multi-correlation analysis with a p-value of 0.1 was calculated.

The variables ‘divide’ and ‘change’ are significant and positively correlated. Meaning that if the groups divided the task, they mostly changed their approach as well. The variables ‘divide’ and ‘role’ are perfectly correlated. Always when groups divided the
task they also allocated roles in their teams. ‘Role’ and ‘change’ are positively and significantly correlated as well. However, an authority structure did not significantly influence the role attribution, task division or a change in the process as in the explorative task. ‘Leader-performance’ and the leading role do not show any significant influence on the dependent variable ‘many’.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>P&lt;0.1</th>
<th>many</th>
<th>authority</th>
<th>comprep</th>
<th>Comtask</th>
<th>change</th>
<th>divide</th>
<th>leaderperf</th>
<th>leadingrole</th>
<th>role</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>many</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>authority</td>
<td>-0.2294</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>comprep</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>/</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comtask</td>
<td>0.0760</td>
<td>0.3464</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>change</td>
<td>-0.1163</td>
<td>0.1690</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>0.4183</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>divide</td>
<td>-0.1026</td>
<td>0.4472</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>-0.1000</td>
<td>0.5292*</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>leaderperf</td>
<td>-0.6623</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>leadingrole</td>
<td>0.2739</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>0.2500</td>
<td>-0.4472</td>
<td>-0.6325</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>role</td>
<td>-0.1026</td>
<td>0.4472</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>-0.1000</td>
<td>0.5292*</td>
<td>1.000*</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>-0.6325</td>
<td>1.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 9: Multi-correlation analysis, exploitative study 1, clustered questionnaire

It has to be stated that leader-performance and authority did not bring any results, because the variable ‘leader-performance’ was only taken in groups with an authority structure. In groups with an authority structure the ‘leader-performance’ was perfectly balanced with three groups stating that she did too little and three groups that she acted appropriately. Furthermore, no results were generated with the variable communication during the preparation time, due to the fact that when the questionnaire result were clustered, every group stated that everybody was able to speak equally. ‘Leader-performance’ and the variable measuring the communication during the task, did not generate any results, because it was perfectly balanced as well. The same can be said for ‘role’ and ‘leader-performance’, if the groups rated the leader-behaviour as perfect, which was the case in half of the groups then everyone gained a role in the team.
8.3. Hypothesis check Explorative study

After talking about the descriptive findings, the hypothesis H1 will be checked. In this analysis the individual answers are not required but the group results, which the teams had to fill in. In order to check the hypothesis I first conducted a two-sample t-test, knowing that due to the small sample size a normal distribution of the dependent variable is hard to acquire. Nonetheless, I used a two-sample t-test, which tested whether or not the dependent variable, height, is significantly influenced by the independent variable, authority.

![Table 10: T-test, explorative study](image)

The t-test, with 17 degrees of freedom, reveals that no significant difference between the treatment and the control groups exists. Even when working with a p-value of 0.1 and not the more commonly used value of 0.05, the results are not significant. However, with the p-value at 0.1389 the results are close to a significance level. Additionally, the means of the results show that the groups with an authority structure have built towers that were 14 centimetres higher in the mean. Also, the standard deviation of the authority groups is smaller compared to the one of the treatment groups. Interestingly the confidence interval is bigger in authority missing groups, showing that their performance varied more.
Yet, my hypothesis, which states that authority structures are harmful in this setting, cannot be accepted. The results even indicate that an authority structure in the team leads to better performance, which is the exact opposite of what I was expecting. However, due to the fact that the dependent variable is not normally distributed a t-test seems unsuitable in this case.

Therefore, I conducted a non-parametric-test as well. Here the conditions are less strict, which makes it suitable for such a small sample size. Non-parametric tests do not require the dependent variable to be normally distributed. Non-parametric tests and especially the Mann-Whitney-U test, which I used, can work with smaller sample sizes.
The Mann-Whitney-U test or rank-sum test checks if major characteristics of the two independent samples are different, like their mean value.

The rank-sum test reveals that even if the groups with an authority structure built higher towers the result cannot be called significant, due to a p-value of 0.389. The t-test and the rank-sum test show that the results of my explorative experiment do not show any significant results. Consequently, the authority structure has no influence on the group’s explorative performance. Still, the results let me suspect that an authority structure can be beneficial in these teams and not harmful like initially thought.

A closer look on these results will be made in the discussion part of the thesis.

8.4. Hypothesis check Exploitative study 1

Coming to the hypothesis H2 check in the first exploitative setting: I claimed that in an exploitative task an authority structure is beneficial. Consequently, I expected that
groups with a leader produce more Cuboctahedrons in the provided time. Again, first a two-sample t-test had been made in order to check the H2 hypothesis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Obs</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std.Err.</th>
<th>Std.Dev.</th>
<th>(95% Conf. Intervall)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.7302967</td>
<td>1.788854</td>
<td>1.122712</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.125463</td>
<td>2.75681</td>
<td>-0.8930944</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>combined</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>42.857</td>
<td>0.6571287</td>
<td>2.276361</td>
<td>1.053669</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>diff</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.341641</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-1.989362</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

```
diff= mean(0)-mean(1)
t=0.7454
H0=diff=0
degrees of freedom = 10
Ha:diff<0
Pr(T<ct)=0.7634
Pr(T>|t|)=0.4732
Pr(T>ct)=0.2366
```

Table 13: T-test, exploitative study 1

The t-test with 10 degrees of freedom reveals no significant implications. The p-values are neither close to 0.05 nor 0.1. The mean values are close to each other. The only interesting fact is that the standard deviation is higher in the treatment groups.

However, if the distribution of the dependent variable is regarded, it can be said that it is not normally distributed. Due to the missing normal distribution and the small sample size, a Mann-Whitney-U test seems more suitable compared to the t-test.

![Histogram](image)

**Table 14: Histogram, many exploitative study 1**
Table 15: Mann-Whitney-U test exploitative study 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ranksum many, by authority</th>
<th>Two-sample</th>
<th>Wilcoxon</th>
<th>rank-sum</th>
<th>(Mann-Whitney) test</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>obs</td>
<td>rank sum</td>
<td>expected</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>39</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>39</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>combined</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>78</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

unadjusted variance 39.00
adjustment for ties -0.95
adjusted variance 38.05

H0: many(authority==0) = many(authority==1)

z = 1.135
Prob>|z| = 0.2564

The rank-sum test reveals that no significant results can be found.

Both groups show nearly the same mean value. Because the Mann-Whitney-U test uses variables like the mean value to compare both groups, no significant differences can be shown here. Consequently, it seems that in an exploitative task the authority structure, as framed in this study, had no influence on the teams’ performance.

If the results are viewed in more detail, it can be seen that three groups with an authority structure could not finish one completely correct Cuboctahedron in the experiment. In such a small sample size, this has a high influence on the total results. These results have to be discussed in more detail, due to the fact that obviously some unexpected errors occurred.
Table 16: Detailed performance of groups in the exploitative study 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Many</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Authority</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

9. Discussion

First the results of the explorative task will be discussed and in the following the results of the exploitative task. Additionally, some recommendations are made for future experiments.

9.1. Discussion Explorative study

The statistical tests revealed that the authority structure inside the teams has no influence on their tower building performance. But the results, even if not predicted, show a tendency that groups with an authority structure even perform better in this explorative task. Consequently the Hypothesis 1 cannot be supported.
However, if the results are examined in more detail, it becomes obvious that the groups without an authority structure had three times more tower building failures. This means, that their tower was not able to stand alone for at least one minute with a marshmallow on the top. You can see the detailed performance in table 17. If the tower broke, the group gained a performance value of 0 (height). In this small sample, it seems like groups without an official leader were more risk seeking. Still, a leaderless group had built the highest and the second highest tower of all groups. We know that an explorative task is connected to high risk, because of its novelty and the necessary of experimenting (March, 1991).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Height of tower</th>
<th>Authority structure</th>
<th>Height of tower</th>
<th>Authority structure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0 cm</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>0 cm</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46 cm</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>0 cm</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73 cm</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>0 cm</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>69 cm</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>83 cm</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37 cm</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>55 cm</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70 cm</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>75 cm</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32 cm</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>40 cm</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>61 cm</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>65 cm</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73 cm</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>27 cm</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>71 cm</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 17: Detailed performance of explorative teams
It is unfortunate that even if the authority missing groups experimented more and took over more risk, which is necessary and useful in explorative tasks, had not been rewarded with high stable towers. In the real world explorative activities often fail and generate no useful products or ideas (Levinthal & March, 1993). This could be shown in the spaghetti tower building task as well, which is displayed in the high variance of the performance value. Exploration is highly connected to failures, which is why it results in high costs (Levinthal & March, 1993). In the experiment this can be translated in broken down towers and the costs of not gaining any performance value. However, if something can be successfully explored after multiple failures, it represents something new, which could lead to a competitive advantage (Levinthal & March, 1993). The groups with an authority structure nearly never failed the task completely. It seems that these groups preferred a secure approach, with the main goal of building a stable tower and secondly a high one. Here in the experiment leaderless groups had produced the two highest towers. In these two examples the risk taking was rewarded. This fact leads to an issue of how to measure the performance of explorative teams.

Explorative actions, with their innate behavioural implications, can easily result in failure, which in general is not a big issue when exploring something new. But when measuring the performance in a onetime made experiment, a failure in the task leads to an extremely bad performance.

Nevertheless, explorative performance cannot be measured by pure failures either. Even if they are expected and tolerated in the corporate world, explorative learning has to have its useable outcome in the end. Consequently, experimenting and risk seeking alone will not lead to explorative results in the experiment, but an approach, which integrates the chance of failure and tries to avoid it.
Even if the results and especially the statistical tests show the opposite, I still claim that an authority structure is unsuitable for explorative teams. The higher risk taking of leaderless groups sometimes exceeds the mark but sometimes produces great performance as the two highest towers in the experiment revealed. It can be said that the subjects in the leaderless groups behaved in a more explorative way.

The main disadvantage of authority structures in small teams, which lead to my hypothesis, was the fact that open communication is hindered. My results show that nobody stated that the official leader overdid her role. Showing that the major negative effect of authority structures in small creative groups did not occur in the study. This leads to the question whether or not the authority framing mechanism did not show the anticipated effects. This thought is strengthened by the fact that groups with an authority structure experimented more at the beginning of the task, compared to leaderless groups. The literature claims that hierarchical groups structure their approach (Friesen et al., 2014; F. P. Morgeson et al., 2010; Oedzes et al., 2015), which means less experimenting. Due to the literature, I expected that the leaderless groups are the ones, who started the task by experimenting. However, the results reveal that even in the leaderless groups 81% stated to discuss the approach first, in comparison to only 77% in the groups with an authority structure. In detail, that means that both kind of groups nearly equally followed the same approach of first discussing the matter. This can, of course, be related to the education of the subjects, who all had been business students. In business classes a structured approach, which entails an initial discussion is often advantageous. Tom Wujec had mentioned this in his Ted talk already. However, if the sample would be mixed regarding the education, this result could be different. Additionally, in randomly formed groups, which never worked together before, a hands-on mentality of one person could be viewed as inappropriate. Therefore the initial discussion of the groups could
be used for them to get used to the group and not solely for the task. However, more
detailed observations with a video camera, for example, are able to reveal if this
statement is true or not. Additionally, the approach of how the groups solved the task
did not have a significant influence the groups’ performance. However, more groups
would probably be necessary in order to check the approach’s influence on the tower
height.

Yet, the results also reveal that the treatment groups significantly stated more often
that everybody in the groups had a specific role during the task. Role attribution and
a structured approach are normally facilitated by authority structures (Friesen et al.,
2014; F. P. Morgeson et al., 2010; Oedzes et al., 2015). Additionally, the official
leaders, who acted according their role, had a positive effect on task division, which
can be called a structural variable, as well.

These results lead to a contrary picture of the question: if the random authority prim-
ing mechanism actually worked. On the one hand nobody stated that the leader
overdid her role and on the other hand, an authority structure significantly and posi-
tively influenced the role attribution and other structural aspects in the groups.

What comes next is that in leaderless groups nobody were responsible if the tower
failed, in contrast to the groups with an official leader, who were theoretically respon-
sible for the group’s outcome. This, theoretical responsibility, could lead to the effect
that the leader managed the risk taking of her members more effectively. This may
explain why hierarchical groups performed better in the explorative task in this pre-
study.

However, this enhanced feeling of responsibility was only of theoretical nature.

Due to the fact that no explicit incentives were given and that the leader had no
change and power to really evaluate the other group members, this effect probably
was rather weak.
These mixed results of the effects of an authority structure complicate the interpretation of the results further. It seems like the authority structure did not hamper communication but led to a more structured approach (role attribution & task division), which avoided too much risk taking in the task.

Yet, if in groups with three people one person has an official role, the other roles are easier to fill, compared to a group in which every of the three possible roles has to be filled.

The resulting advices for a real study will be discussed in the conclusion and future research section.

Furthermore, even if people normally tend to rate themselves as above average, most subjects in the experiment rated themselves as lower than average in the explorative task.

This can have two reasons, first due to the pre-study character of this thesis the experiment had been hold in normal classrooms, which enabled the groups to observe the other groups and consequently their performance. But it can also be explained by the fact that most students do not have engineering or architectural design skills. If people consider themselves to not have the needed skills for a task, they rate themselves as below than average (Kruger, 1999). That means that business students mostly do not have the required skills to build a tower with this kind of material or said differently this kind of task represented something new for them. This emphasizes the suitability of the marshmallow challenge for the usage of an explorative task for business students, which should represent new knowledge. Another argument speaking for the marshmallow challenge as an explorative task, is the fact 63% of the subjects stated that nobody in their group took over the unofficial leading role. This emphasizes the creative and complex character of the task, because in these kind of
tasks seldom leaders evolve in order to provide more structure (Brown & Miller, 2000).

To sum up, the official authority structure in the teams had neither any influence on the teams’ performance nor their approach. Only the role attribution was facilitated by the initial structure. However, the performance was not influenced by structural variables.

What can be said is that an authority structure in the teams made them less risk seeking than equalitarian ones. Consequently, groups without an authority structure risked more, which resulted in many fails but still in the two highest built towers. However, the method of measuring explorative performance has to be reconsidered, in order to generate more insight bringing results.

9.2. Discussion Exploitative study 1

The results of the exploitative study revealed that no big differences between the groups could be observed and consequently the hypothesis cannot be supported. However, this result seems to be influenced by the difficulties, which the teams had, both control and treatment, to construct the Cuboctahedron.

The major issue in the exploitative task had been that the subjects did not manage to produce completely correct Cuboctahedrons. Often the first Cuboctahedron had small or sometimes even incremental mistakes. The problem was that the groups did not realize that their construction was not the anticipated one. After the first wrong constructed Cuboctahedron they kept on rebuilding the wrong one. Even if they improved their process and changed to a more practical approach, the teams kept building false constructions. In the end these constructions did not count.
It was clear that some groups would have issues with the construction, but not to this extent. Moreover, a small pre-experiment of the pre-study, which had the purpose to see if the construction is suitable for the experiment, revealed that the subjects do not have any issues to reconstruct the Cuboctahedron. This first result lead to the conclusion that the task and the way in which it was presented had been suitable (table18) for an exploitative task.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Control group</th>
<th>Number of Cuboctahedrons</th>
<th>Treatment group</th>
<th>Number of Cuboctahedrons</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 18: Detailed performance exploitative pre-study

After the initial pre-test some small modifications at the experimental design had been made. Due to observations it looked like some teams in the pre-test did not communicate at all and the ones with an authority structure had no time to appoint one leader and get to know each other, consequently the following exploitative experiments contained a five minute preparation time.

After the main experiments with the extra 5 minutes preparation time, it has to be said, that the way of bringing the knowledge of the construction and the building process inside the teams, had to be reconsidered.
The goal of most teams had not been to build as many as possible but more to build one single correct one; it was quality over quantity. The exact characteristics of the Cuboctahedron lead to incremental issues in most teams. This is further supported by questionnaire results. Due to the fact that no approach variable like task division or the roles in the teams had a significant influence on the dependent variable, I conclude that merely the fact that one group understood the characteristics of a Cuboctahedron, led to better performance.

Yet, I have claimed that all groups have already this knowledge and the performance is solely influenced by other variables. Said differently, in the experiment not the authority structure, approach or process influenced the dependent variable but only if a group was able to build correct ones, which displays more of an explorative than an exploitative task. Consequently, the assertion that due to the displayed video and the pictures on the instructions sheets, the knowledge about the construction is part of the group cannot hold. Moreover, the teams mostly oriented on the displayed process, even if the instructions and the experimenter emphasized that this is not the best possible way. Most of the teams (51%) changed their construction process but the observations clarified that this happened in the end of the experiment or not at all.

To sum up, both groups had incremental issues in rebuilding the construction and they mostly concentrated on the displayed process, without trying to understand the structure of the Cuboctahedron. Nevertheless both issues probably can be solved with small changes in the experimental design.

As handled before, the authority framing method did not show the wished results in the explorative experiment. Even if the subjects had five minutes preparation time to discuss the matter, the focus of the groups had been solely on the construction and not about specific roles inside the groups. This can be displayed by the fact that when examining the clustered questionnaire results, an authority structure neither
had a positive significant influence on role attribution, task division or change of process. If the individual answers are checked it can be seen that only role attribution is significantly and positively connected to an authority structure. However, when the individual answers are examined, it can be shown that in the leaderless control groups a negative effect on the communication in the teams occurred, if someone took over the leading role. This effect should have been theoretically observed in groups with an official leader. Yet, the official authority structure in general had no influence on the groups’ communication. To sum up, the authority structure in the teams neither had an influence on their approach nor on the communication in the teams.

In order to solve some experimental design issues a second exploitative study had been conducted. Unfortunately, the results of the first exploitative experiment do not let room for more discussion, due to the mentioned issues in the design.

10. Modifications Experimental Design Exploitative study

Due to presented issues of the exploitative groups, I modified or extended the method, of bringing the knowledge of the Cuboctahedron inside the groups. In my feelings the biggest issue in most groups had been the fact that they simply produced wrong constructions without realizing it. The problem of the right characteristics, took over all their cognitive attention. Consequently, the main goal of modifying and improving the process, which had been my intention, became secondary.

In the second exploitative study, the groups not only get the video displayed and can see a picture of a Cuboctahedron but they also receive a correct 3-D Cuboctahedron model made of the same materials. This has the purpose of the teams being able to
compare their own constructions with the given model. Still, the displayed video ensures that not only the knowledge of the right characteristics of the Cuboctahedron is inside the teams but also the knowledge of how to construct one.

This modification is just a small one, but should be suitable to solve the major issue of the first exploitative study. Moreover, the experimenter and the instructions make the subjects aware that it is of high importance to produce Cuboctahedrons with completely correct characteristics, which had not been part of the first exploitative study. Still the Cuboctahedron is kept as construction of choice, because it is not easy too rebuild but still not too complicated. If the construction is too easy, a better process displays only quicker constructing subjects. The form of the Cuboctahedron still offers room for multiple construction processes, which are more or less suitable, displaying the groups’ ability to actually improve a process, without mainly accelerating the building speed.

In a small initial test of the new, modified way of how to bring the knowledge inside the groups it can be seen that even if the number of constructed Cuboctahedrons is lower than in the initial pre-study, the groups performed better as in a comparable test with only two groups without a given model.

10.1. Results of Exploitative study 2

First, the individual questionnaire results are presented, which had been filled in after the experiment.

In the second exploitative study 18 subjects participated in total. 8 were female and 10 were male. Moreover the youngest person was 22 and the oldest 34, which generates a mean age of 26.1 years. 78% (14 subjects) were currently enrolled in a mas-
ters program and 22% (4 subjects) were enrolled in a bachelors program. If the communication in the groups is regarded, it can be stated that all 18 subjects had the feeling that everybody was able to speak during the preparation time. During the task, 17 people stated the same while only one person of a treatment group had the feeling that during the task no communication happened in the group.

44% (8 subjects) stated that they did not change their approach and 56% (10 subjects) did change it. Interestingly, the groups with an authority structure and the groups without one had the same distribution as the total subject pool, regarding the question of a changed process.

33% (6 subjects) of the subjects did not divide the task and 67% (12 subjects) did. In the treatment groups all subjects stated that they divided the task, while in the control one only 33% (3 subjects) divided the task.

Regarding the leader behaviour of the official leaders, 45% (4 subjects) stated that she did to little and only 56% (5 subjects) stated she acted according to her role. In the control group, 33% (3 subjects) stated that someone took over the leading role and 67% (6 subjects) that nobody took over this role. However, 56% of all subjects stated that everybody in the group had her specific role and 44% (8 subjects) claimed that nobody had a role. In the treatment group with an authority structure, 89% (8 subjects) stated that everybody had a role. In contrast, only 22% (2 subjects) of the control groups subjects reported that everybody had a role in the group.

The minimum value of produced Cuboctahedrons had been 4 and the maximum 11, leading to a mean value of 7.2 finished constructions.
I conducted a multi-correlation analysis with a p-value of 0.1 using the individual answers. Consequently the variable ‘many’ is artificially blown up. Likewise with the other analysis of the individual answers and thus have to be viewed with caution.

The dependent variable ‘many’ is significantly negatively correlated with the change process and the leader performance. Moreover the authority structure and the dependent variable are significantly correlated but due to the independent variable being blown up, the result is invalid.

However, the authority structure shows a positive effect on task division and role attribution, same as in the first study.

I clustered the individual answers of one group, as well. Here, I used the majority answer again; meaning that if two group members stated that they changed the process and one said that they did not do it, the group answer is still that they changed the process.

After grouping the individual answers, the only significant relationship can be observed between the authority structure and role attribution in the groups.

Table 19: Multi correlation analysis, exploitative study 2, individual questionnaire

Table 20: Multi correlation analysis, exploitative study 2, clustered questionnaire
Some variables generated no results, because 100% of the answers had been the same.

Because this is the second exploitative study, the second hypothesis had been checked again with the help of a rank sum test. The utilised Mann-Whitney-U test is suitable for such a small sample size, due to it not requiring a normal distribution of the dependent variable.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ranksum many, by authority</th>
<th>Two-sample</th>
<th>Wilcoxon</th>
<th>rank-sum</th>
<th>(Mann-Whitney) test</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>authority</td>
<td>obs</td>
<td>rank sum</td>
<td>expected</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>10,5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>10,5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>combined</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>21</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unadjusted variance</td>
<td></td>
<td>25,5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>adjustment for ties</td>
<td></td>
<td>-0,75</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>adjusted variance</td>
<td></td>
<td>4,5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H0: many(authority==0) = many(authority==1)</td>
<td>z= -1.179</td>
<td>Prob&gt;</td>
<td>z</td>
<td>= 0.2386</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 21: Mann-Whitney-U test, exploitative study 2

The rank-sum test generated no significant result and consequently the hypothesis cannot be supported. There had been no significant difference between groups with an authority structure and equalitarian groups when solving an exploitative task. However, the second study had the main purpose of solving issues, which evolved in the first exploitative study. The newly gained insights and results will be discussed in the next section.
10.2. Discussion of Exploitative study 2

After the first exploitative experiments the assertion that the groups already have the knowledge of how to construct a Cuboctahedron could not be held. Therefore, the groups in the second study received a correct Cuboctahedron model to understand its characteristics in more detail. Furthermore, the correct model can be used to make sure that their own are correct. Incorrectly constructed Cuboctahedrons were the main issue in the first study.

The second study wanted to eliminate these issues, which eventually worked. The mean value exceeded extremely from 2.5 Cuboctahedrons in the first study to 7.1 ones in the second one. Moreover, the observations made clear, that especially in the preparation time the groups not only discussed the displayed construction process but also talked about the real characteristics of the Cuboctahedron model. Moreover, the discussion had been mostly about the process and how to split the task instead of solely discussing how a completely correct one looks like. The new way of bringing the knowledge inside the groups worked perfectly fine. Two groups produced 11 Cuboctahedrons, which is the maximum result of all exploitative studies. The Cuboctahedron model not only enables them to recheck their own constructions but also to understand the construction in a better way, which enabled them to evolve better working construction processes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>many</th>
<th>freq</th>
<th>percent</th>
<th>Cum.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>16,67</td>
<td>66,67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>33,33</td>
<td>100,00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>total</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>100,00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 22: Detailed performance, exploitative study 2
Still this small sample size could not generate any insights regarding the hypothesis. Furthermore, the authority framing method still had been the same, which did not show that it had been affected greatly, even if role attribution is facilitated inside the groups. The results indicate that the performance suffered, when the groups changed their process during the task. This could be explained with the help of learning effects. If the groups changed their construction process after a while, the initial one could already benefit from learning effects. The newly used one could represent a more effective process in general but would need some time to benefit from learning effects, likewise with the initial process. Due to the short time frame of only 20 minutes, this could lead to lower performance quality compared to groups who kept their initial building process. Another interesting result, generated from individual questionnaire results, is that the dependent variable had been negatively influenced by the leader performance of the authority groups. Showing that if in a group with an authority structure a leader did to little compare to her role, the group generated more Cuboctahedrons. This could emphasize the creative aspect in exploitative settings. Yet, only 6 groups had been tested, which represents a small sample size and makes a reasonable interpretation of the results difficult.

11. Conclusion & Further Research

This section mostly handle the occurred problems of the study and how they can be solved, in order to design more valid experiments in order to examine the hypothesis. Role attribution in the explorative experiment had been positively and significantly connected with the authority structure in the group, which makes me conclude that the framing mechanism worked. However, in the exploitative task, which would natu-
rally benefit from specific roles, the authority structure had no significant influence on the roles in the groups. Nevertheless, in both experiments the framing method had been equal. The groups in the exploitative study even had 5 minutes extra to prepare themselves, which could be used to specify roles in the groups and enable the authority framing method to unfold its power. However it did not.

Yet, due to the fact that the authority structure had been the independent variable in the thesis, its functioning is of high importance. Even if role attribution had been facilitated by an authority structure in the explorative experiment, the same effect could not been shown in the exploitative experiment. The fact that both used the same simple framing method, makes me conclude, that the positive effect of the authority structure on role attribution in the explorative setting, could have a random nature.

Due to the fact that the experiments took place in normal business classes and just had been pre-studies, the authority framing mechanism had to be fast and simple. Otherwise, the experiments would have required too much time in order to be run in the provided time.

However, in bigger scaled experiments, which try to answer the research question in more detail a better functioning framing method would be necessary.

Multi scholars used a method, which included a leadership questionnaire. After the subjects filled in this questionnaire, the leader of their groups had been appointed according to her questionnaire result. However, even if differently communicated the real mechanism was still random. Yet, this structured leader appointment method leads to the fact that the appointed leaders behaved accordingly, showing that this method leads to an valid authority structure in the teams (Galinsky, Gruenfeld, & Magee, 2003; Haslam et al., 1998; Oedzes et al., 2015). This method is still a simple one, but requires extra time for evaluating the questionnaire results, even if they not really have to be evaluated. But the subjects need to have the feeling that their lead-
er was appointed because of her superior questionnaire results, which evaluation theoretically needs some time. This extra time was not given in the pre-study experiments, but would be feasible in bigger scaled experiments.

Another simple but promising method could work with the members’ motivation to lead the group. A simple small initial questionnaire, asking the subjects how much fun or satisfaction they get from leading, could make clear who is willing to lead the group. The random used method could have made subjects to leaders, who do not like that role at all. Consequently, they did not even try to behave like an official leader. This weakness could easily be eliminated with the motivational based questionnaire.

Moreover, even if this method is simple and quick, it has a structure, which is visible for all the group members and consequently can reveal its power unlike random mechanisms.

Due to the fact that the used mechanism in this thesis, could not lead to working authority structure in the teams, the hypothesis, which mainly examined the effect of the intended structure could not sufficiently been tested.

Besides the issues with the authority framing mechanism, I state that in general the Marshmallow challenge of Tom Wujec is suitable for an explorative task. However some modifications would be necessary to generate more insights.

The method of how to measure the teams’ explorative performance should be refined. Here, the main issue is that exploration is related to failures, which are not encouraged but tolerated on the path to generate new knowledge. Consequently if groups took over too much risk in order to experience something completely new, the performance had to suffer incrementally. The problem is that an experiment is a one shot situation, unlike explorative learning in the real world. In a realistic view, explorative teams can fail today but succeed tomorrow. Consequently, the performance
measurement should involve the risk taking as a positive performance variable. Therefore, if a tower breaks, it should not automatically generate zero performance, but should include the groups approach or theoretical result.

Therefore, more than one height measurement should be taken. One directly after the finishing process, here the tower only has to stand alone for five seconds, to ensure that the teams do not cheat by just sticking spaghettis to a long line which is solely hold together by their members. This theoretical height of the tower indicates, how much the groups tried out, how much they risked in order to arrive at the main goal of a high tower. After the five seconds, the tower has to stand for one minute on its own. If the tower survives the minute, the teams’ performance will be calculated with the help of both aspects. This ensures that teams, whose tower breaks do not simply get a performance indicator of zero. Additionally, teams, whose tower survives, get extra points. These extra points still should have a rewarding power, which motivates the teams to gain these points. Moreover, the one-minute could be divided even more, with different results giving different possible points.

An example could help to provide a clearer picture. Group A has built a tower of 65cm height after 20 minutes and group B of 50 cm height, which both can stand alone for the first 5 seconds. After 30 seconds both towers still stand, for which both teams get rewarded with 10 points. But after one minute only team group B’s tower survived. This results in 20 extra points for group B. The end points are now 75 points for group A and 80 points for group B. Even if group A’s tower collapsed the team did not gain zero points. The team’s willingness to take over risk is still rewarded, not as much as group B’s tower, but their engagement still generates a performance value. This approach of measuring the performance, should display the high chance of failure in explorative tasks, which is tolerated in such settings. Nevertheless, explorative activities cannot be measured by pure failures as well. In the end, a
useable result has to be generated. Therefore, stable and high towers are rewarded accordingly. Nevertheless, such a performance measurement system, will lead to more strategic approaches of the groups in order to gain points instead of just building the highest possible tower.

Still I am convinced that, with the new performance measuring method, explorative behaviour can be rewarded with more accuracy, compared to the way it is used in this study.

Additionally, a bigger study leaves room for a more detailed questionnaire, which the subjects have to fill in. Especially, more questions about the groups’ approach and internal processes would bring more insights about how the explorative teams worked and what influenced them.

Furthermore, in large scale experiments, the possibility that subjects have already heard about the marshmallow challenge or even participated in it enhances. Generally, this is not a big issue, when only one person of the group has this knowledge, due to the fact if the whole group is regarded the knowledge is still new. The experienced person has to bring in her knowledge to all or the majority of the group, until the knowledge is part of the group. Nevertheless, business students or subjects, who are not engaged in architecture, design or engineering would be suitable for this explorative task.

With the help of these modifications the experiment becomes even more suitable for testing an explorative action of small teams.

To summarise, even if some issues occurred during the experiments, it can be stated that explorative learning seems more complicated, compared to simply creative tasks, likewise brainstorming. It is clear that an open discussion and knowledge sharing is of high importance in explorative learning activities (Ylinen & Gullkvist, 2014).

Yet, when generating the ideas in useable practical ones, a structured approach can
be of high importance as well. It seems like explorative learning integrates creativity needs and structuring practical ones. Creative ideas are the starting point of explorative learning, which require some structure if they are translated into something usable. The mixed and contrary results of this thesis should, even if some issues occurred, encourage scholars to gain more insights about this complex and highly important learning type. More detailed observations could reveal, if explorative learning has diverse internal phases, which cannot simply be compared to a creative ideation process. These insights could lead to a better understanding of explorative learning and its needs.

In the following, the exploitative studies are discussed, its implications and recommendations for future possible experiments.

After the initial issues in the exploitative task, which are not connected with the authority framing a second exploitative experiment had been conducted. The new experimental design had the intention to solve the initial problems. Here a handed out 3-D Cuboctahedron model should ensure that the subjects do not keep on producing wrong Cuboctahedrons. This small modification lead to the initiated changes.

Not only that the groups produced incrementally more Cuboctahedrons, they produced nearly no wrong constructions anymore. Only three groups still produced wrong ones.

Even if no significant results could have been generated, I claim that roles in the groups could have a positive effect. For example, one person, who checks the finished constructions, could avoid the problem of wrong constructed ones. Moreover, observations made clear that groups who divided the task and used methods, which can be compared to an assembly line, showed better performance. Often teams without an authority structure did not act as real interactive teams. Even if this observation is counterintuitive, teams without an authority structure acted more as individu-
uals. Often all three individuals worked on their own construction process, without pooling their knowledge and benefit from task division. In authority groups, this kind of behaviour could only seldom be observed. In my feelings the enhanced responsibility of the group leader, encouraged her to approach the task in a more structural way and that an authority structure made clear whose approach to use

Yet, if the better results, even if not significant, have their origin in simple learning effects or the enhanced structure cannot be answered in detail here.

Nevertheless, the simple and small modification in the second exploitative study, led to the hoped and anticipated results.

Even if no significant results regarding the hypothesis could have been generated, the observations clarified that not a simply structured proceeding nor individual creative approaches lead to superior performance in this exploitative task. Creative discussions in the preparation time are necessary to understand the Cuboctahedron and find a quick, convenient and team-related construction process. If this period is hampered by the authority structure, is hard to answer in this pre-study. However, after the initial creative discussion a structured approach is advantageous. Groups, who divided the task and allocated roles, did not show significantly better results, but observations made clear that this structure is of large aid.

Nevertheless, the question whether or not an authority structure is beneficial in exploitative learning could not be answered in this pre-study. But what is clear is that exploitative learning seems more complex than initially thought, which makes it necessary to observe the matter in more detail in large scale experiments.

The recommendations made in this thesis about the experimental design, can be incredibly useful for future research and experiments, which want to engage in similar questions.
Both experiments revealed interesting needs of explorative and exploitative learning, which makes it clear that the research gap is worth to be examined in more detail. Moreover, both experiments, with their recommended modifications, are suitable to explore both learning types, with the help of laboratory experiments. All in all this thesis, with its pre-study character, can be of great help for scholars who are interested in the question of how small teams have to be designed in order to explore or exploit perfectly.

12. Limitations

The limitations of the thesis have two origins. First of all, experiments can never display the reality with all its facets perfectly or even close to it. However, with controlled experiments many interesting insights would have been undiscovered, which are worth focusing on in real world scenarios as well. The fact that this thesis has a pre-study character leads to some weaknesses as well. The main point is the small sample size, whose subjects had more or less the same education and age. Moreover, the weak authority frame mechanism used in this thesis has to be rethought. The independent, and consequently one of the most important, variables of this thesis has to be generated in a better and universal working way. However the main issues had been handled in the discussion and conclusion section already. Nevertheless, the tasks and displayed research gap are worth to be looked at in more detail.
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14. Appendix

Deutsche Zusammenfassung/ Abstract:
Man muss jedoch nicht lange suchen um die Verbindung zwischen explorativen, exploitativen lernen und kleinen Gruppen zu finden. Hinzu kommt, dass Autoritätsstrukturen meist auch in kleinen Gruppen zu finden sind. Somit könnte die Frage wie sich Autoritätsstrukturen auf kleine Gruppen auswirken, welche Explorativen oder Exploitativen Aktivitäten nachgehen, von großem Interesse für Forscher und Manager sein.
Nichtsdestotrotz kann man sagen, dass beide Lernarten komplexer sind als angenommen. So kann man Exploratives lernen nicht einfach einen kreativen Prozess gleichsetzten, sondern muss andere Aspekte miteinbeziehen. Ähnliches kann über
Exploitatives lernen gesagt werden, welches mehr braucht als eine klare Struktur.

Trotz dieser Erkenntnisse sind vor allem die praktischen Empfehlungen für andere Forscher, welche diese Frage mit Hilfe von Experimenten beantworten wollen, hervorzuheben.
Questionnaire Explorative:

Explore
Please only mark one answer per question.

1. Sex:   Male ☐   ☐   Female
2. Age: _____
3. Your tower height: ___ cm
4. Study program: Bachelor ☐   ☐   Mas-   ☐   ter

5. How did you approached the task?
   • First we discussed different ways how to built the tower ☐
   • We started experiment-   ☐   ing

6. Did you divided the task into sub steps in order to work more efficient?
   ☐   ☐   Yes   No

Please answer question no.7 only if you had an official leader in your team:
7. Did your group leader performed her/his role appropriately?
   Yes ☐   No she/he did to less   No she/he overdid the role of a leader ☐

Please answer question no.8 only if you did not have a official leader in your group:
8. Did someone in the group took over the leading role ?
   ☐   ☐   Yes   No

9. Did everybody in your group had her/his own role during the task?
   ☐   ☐   Yes   No

10. Did you liked to work with your group?
   ☐   ☐   Yes   No

11. Do you think your group’s performance was:
   • Worse than average ☐
   • Average ☐
   • Better than average ☐

12. Had there been a conflict in your group during the task?
   ☐   ☐   Yes   No

Thanks !!
Questionnaire Exploit:

Exploit.
Please only mark one answer per question.

1. Sex:  Male  Female
2. Age:   
3. How many Cuboctahedrons produced your group?  
4. Study program: Bachelor  Master
5. How was the communication in your group during the preparation time?
   - No communication at all
   - One person dominated the discussion
   - Everybody was able to bring in ideas
6. How was the communication in your group during the task?
   - No communication at all
   - One person dominated the discussion
   - Everybody was able to bring in ideas
7. Did you changed the way how you constructed the Cuboctahedron during the task?
   - Yes  No
8. Did you divided the task into sub steps in order to work more efficient?
   - Yes  No

Please answer question no.9 only if you had an official leader in your team:

9. Did your group leader performed her/his role appropriately?
   - Yes  No she/he did to less  No she/he overdid the role of a leader

Please answer question no.10 only if you did not have a official leader in your group:

10. Did someone in the group took over the leading role ?
    - Yes  No

11. Did everybody in your group had her/his own role during the task?
    - Yes  No

12. Had there been a conflict in your group during the task?
    - Yes  No
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